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1.Introduction 
Modern  observational   astronomy   has  been  characterized  by  an  enormous growth of data  stimulated   by   the  
advent of new technologies in telescopes, detectors  and computations. This new astronomical data  gives  rise to 
innumerable statistical problems (Feigelson and Babu 1992,Sharaf andMominkhan 2014).Also, a 
new statistical  method for  cosmic  distances  determination  was   developed by Sharaf et al. (2003). The method 
depends on the assumption that the members of  the group  scatter around  a mean  absolute magnitude in Gaussian 
distribution. The  mean apparent magnitude of the members  is  then  expressed  by   frequency  function  to correct for 
observational incompleteness at  the  faint  end. The  problem  reduces to the  solution  of  a  highly transcendental 
equation  for  a given  magnitude  parameter ( α ). 
Due to the importance role of the stellar statistic and its consequent results in establishing stellar frequency functions, the 
present paper is devoted to find the basic equations for the frequency functions of  the various characteristics of the stars 
2. Two fundamental Theorems of Stellar Statistics 
       2.1 The first theorem 
Consider  n(say) of absolute characteristics n21 X,X,X   of a star. Assume  n21 x,x,x                     be the 
apparent characteristics associated with absolute characteristics .X,X,X n21  Assume that r is the distance of the star 
from the Sun(usually in parsec). The apparent characteristics n21 x,x,x  are functions of the absolute characteristics 
n21 X,X,X   and the distance r that is: 
n.,1,2,j  ;  r),(Xfx j j j   
         Inversely  
  n,1,2,j ;   r,xFX jj   
Let )X,X,X( n21   be the frequency function for the  absolute characteristics ,X,X,X n21    
let   n21n21 dx,,dxdxx,,x,xb   denotes the number of stars with apparent  characteristics   between 
)dxx,(x 111  ,    nnn222 dxx,x,,dxx,x    in a small region of the sky subtends a solid angle S(see Fig. 1) at a 
distance r,drr  ,and )r(D  the density function, then  
S
2 rS
r
dr
 
Fig.1: The element of volume on the distance interval  drrr,  within a field subtending solid angle S is 
drSr 2  
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         Equation (1) is the first theorem. 
3.2 The second theorem 
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If p( n21 x,x,x  ) is the average parallax for the stars having apparent characteristics n21 x,x,x  . Since the parallax  p of a 
star at a distance r parsec is r/1p   (p in second of  arc),then 
        dr
x
X
,,
x
X
x
X
X,,X,XΦrDrSx,,x,xpx,,x,xb
n
n
2
2
1
1
n21
0
n21n21






 

   (2) 
Equation (2-19) is the second theorem 
2.3 The solution of equations 
If the functions  n21 x,,x,xb  and  n21 x,,x,xp  can be derived from observations, the function  rD and 
)X,X,X( n21  can theoretically be found from the solutions of the integral  Equations(1) and (2) . 
2.4  Special cases   
First: Function of one absolute characteristic 
Let the absolute characteristic and the  apparent characteristic of a star are respectively 
be X and x. In this case the two fundamental theorems become  
      dr,
x
Χ
ΧΦrDrSxb
0
2


 

                                          (3) 
        dr.
x
X
XΦrDrSxbxp
0


 

                                         (4) 
Second: Function of two absolute characteristics 
Let the two absolute characteristics and the two apparent characteristics of a star are respectively )X,X( 21 and )x,x( 21 .In 
this case the two fundamental theorems become  
dr, 
x
X
x
X
 )X,Φ(X D(r)r S)x,b(x
2
2
1
1
21
0
2
21




 

 .                             (5) 
dr. 
x
X
x
X
 )X,Φ(X D(r)r  S)x,)p(xx,b(x
2
2
1
1
21
0
2121




 

.                                   (6) 
▲Example   of  function of one absolute characteristic 
The input: X-
n
m
1 e(X)  ,
r
1
D(r)   , rxX   
The output : 
 
▲ Example  of function of two absolute characteristics 
The input: pm21n
p
2
m
1 rxxexp[)X(,
r
1
)r(D},rx,rx{X   
The output : 
b
2 S x1
mn3
m 2 mn3
m

m
a
2 S x1
mn2
m 2 mn2
m

m
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▲Example of  function of three absolute characteristics 
 
The input: ) xrcos( ) xrsin( xr)X(,
r
1
D(r), } xr, xr, xr{X 213n321   
The output : 
 
4. Applications 
4.1Apparent and absolute luminosities 
Let L and  denote the absolute and apparent luminosities of a star. We define the former as the luminosity the star would 
appear to have if it were at unit distance 1)(r  .Then, since the apparent brightness of a star varies inversely as the 
square of the distance, 
                              
2rL   .                                                       (7) 
In Equations (3) and (4), X and x are to be replaced by L and   respectively . Also 
2r
L




 ,                                                           (8) 
hence 
     drrΦrDrSb 2
0
4  

 ,                              (9) 
         drrΦrDrSpba 2
0
3  

 .                                  (10) 
In practice we associate a function   with each of the various spectral divisions ( or subdivisions ) in the Hertzsprung – 
Russel diagram , distinguishing between giants and the stars of the main sequence. 
4.2Apparent and absolute magnitudes 
The absolute magnitude , M of a star is given in terms of the apparent magnitude m and parallax p by 
           ,plog55mM                                  (11) 
M is thus defined in terms of the standard distance of 10 parsecs .We write , for convenience , 
                  5MM1  ,                                              (12) 
so that 1M  is defined in terms of the standard distance of 1 parsec , and 
                                               plog5mM1  .   (13) 
In this formula the base of the logarithm is 10 . 
X x1 r, x2 r, x3 r
DEr1r^n
XSinX1CosX2X3
b
1
2
S x3 
x1 x22n2x1 x27 x1 x22n2x1 x27 cosn2 7 n
a
1
2
S x3
x1 x22n12x1 x27 x1 x22n12x1 x27 sinn2 6 n
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We shall refer to 1M  in this connection as the modified absolute magnitude. Also, with r measured in parsecs, we have 
r/1p  and 
                                            rlog5mM1  .   (14) 
In Equations (3) and (4), X and x are to be replace by 1M  and m respectively . Also 
1
m
M1 


, 
hence, 
     drrlog5mΦrDrSmb
0
2  

                                  (15) 
and 
       drrlog5mΦrDrSmpmb
0
 

                                   (16) 
In these formulae ,  mb  is the number and  mp  is the mean parallax of stars of apparent magnitude m . Another 
forms of these equations will be derived as follows. 
Write 
 rlog5-ρ                                                                 (17) 
.ln10 
5
ρ
-expr10ln 
5
ρ
 -rln10r
5 / ρ -












  
Let 
                               0.4605
5
10ln
c      (18) 
                                  } cρexp{r  .  (19) 
Consequently 
                                      
. -ρr
,ρ0r
,  dρ} cρexp{cdr



  (20) 
Thus 
     dρρmΦe D} cρ3exp{Scmb ρc  


 ,  (21) 
       dρρm ΦeD } cρ2exp{Scmpmb ρc  


 ,  (22) 
or, on setting  
                          ρce D } cρ3exp{  ScρΔ  ,                              (23) 
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     


 dρρmΦρΔmb ,                                          (24) 
         


 dρρmΦρΔempmbma ρ c .                               (25) 
4.3Linear velocity and proper motion 
Let T denote the transverse linear velocity of a star in a given region and μ  the corresponding total annual proper motion. 
Then 
                           rμΤ  . (26) 
With r measured in parsecs and μ  in seconds of arc, T will be measured in terms of the unit k or 4.74 km./sec. Here T  
and μ  correspond to the characteristics X and x . Let (T) be the frequency function of the linear velocities. Then by 
Equations (3) and (4) we get; 
     drrμΨrDrSμb
0
3


 ,                                      (27) 
          drrμ ΦrDrSμpμbμa
0
2


 .                              (28) 
in which  μb   and  μp are respectively the number and mean parallax of stars with proper motion μ . Let 
α} exp{μ;} exp{ρr  .                      (29) 
Then Equation (27) becomes: 
       dρeΨ e D } exp{4ρSαbμb αρρ
-
1



                     (30) 
and setting: 
   ρΔeD } {4ρ expS 1ρ  ,                                       (31) 
                    αρΨeΨ 1αρ  . (32) 
Thus, 
        dραρΨρΔαbμb 1
-
11  


 .                                  (33) 
Similarly we get   
                dραρΨ ρΔeμpμbμaμa 11
-
ρ-
1  


.            (34) 
Formulae (33) and (34) are integral Equations from which the functions  ρΔ1  and  αρΨ1   can be determined when 
the functions  μb and  μa  have been obtained from observations. 
4.4The number and mean parallax of stars of magnitude m and proper motionμ  
Denote , as before, the frequency function of the modified absolute magnitudes by  1M  and the frequency function of 
the linear velocity by (T).Let    dμ dm μ, mb   be the number of stars with apparent magnitudes between m and 
dmm and proper motion between μ  and dμμ  . Then, assuming that there is no correlation between 1M  and T. 
Consequently, according to Equations (5) and (6) with 
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μx;mx;TX;MX 21211   
we have: 
                      dr
μ
T
m
M
TΨMΦrDrSμ)b(m, 11
0
2




 

, (35) 
                    dr
μ
T
m
M
TΨMΦrDrSμm,pμ)b(m, 11
0




 

. (36) 
Since  
rμ T;r log5-mM1  ,                                             (37-1) 
then 
r
μ
T
;1
m
M1 





.                                                  (37-2) 
Thus 
      drrμ Ψr log 5-mΦrDrSμ)b(m,
0
3


                                   (38)             
      drrμ Ψr log 5-mΦrDr Sμ)p(m, μ)b(m,μ)a(m,
0
2


 .                    (39) 
Setting   
} cρexp{r  , 
where c is given by Equation (18) and: 
             ρμ,Δ  )eμ  Ψ( )e D( ρ} c 4  exp{- S c 1
ρ c -ρ -c  ,                  (40) 
then Equations (38)and (39) become: 
  dρρmΦρ),(μΔμ)b(m,
-
1  


 ,                            (41) 
  dρρmΦρ),(μΔ eμ)p(m, μ)b(m,
-
1
ρ c  


.                         (42) 
4.5 The total apparent brightness in any region of the sky 
Considering stars of a single spectral type, the mean absolute luminosity, L  , is given by: 
                                                 


0
dLLΦL  L . (43) 
If we assume that the mean absolute luminosity of the stars in the element of volume, dr r S 2 , of  the cone is given by 
Equation (43), these  stars  will  have  an  apparent luminosity  
2rL on the average. As the number of stars in the 
volume element is   drrrD S 2 , the total apparent luminosity arising from these stars is  drrD S L . 
We then have the total apparent luminosity, λ  , of  the region 
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 


0
drrD S Lλ .                                              (44) 
Since 
                                      
)m(m 0.4
21
21 10

 ,   (45) 
then, assuming the zero apparent magnitude corresponds to 1 , i.e. 0m2  1for 2   then from Equation (45)  
,
m 0.4
1
1 10

  
that is: 
                                                 11 log2.5m  . (46) 
Consequently, the total apparent luminosity, λ , for the given region and given spectral type is equivalent to the brightness 
of a single star of apparent magnitude λlog5.2  . The stars of the other spectral types furnish similar results. 
4.6 The mean proper motion of stars of apparent magnitude m 
From the above,, the number of stars with a given assigned apparent magnitude m 
and with proper motion between μ  and dμμ   is proportional to  dμμm,b  and, if  mμ denotes the mean proper 
motion of all stars of apparent magnitude m, then, we have: 
                              
 
 




0
0
dμμm,b
dμμm,bμ 
mμ . (47) 
Thus , we have : 
    
 







0 0
3
0
drrμ5logr)ΨΦ(mD(r)rdμμSdμμm,bμ , (48) 
    
 







0 0
3
0
drrμ5logr)ΨΦ(mD(r)rdμSdμμm,b . (49) 
Inverting the order of the integrations of the right hand sides of Equations (48) and (49) we get for  mμ the expression 
 
 
  
 
 
 















0 0
3
0 0
3
drdμrμΨ5logr)Φ(m D(r)r
drdμμrμΨ5logr)Φ(m D(r)r
mμ . (50) 
On the assumption that the frequency function of the linear velocities T is independent of r ,then  
 
 
  
 
 
 



0 0
2
0 0
dTTΨ dr 5logr)Φ(m D(r)r
dTTΨ Tdr 5logr)Φ(m  )D(r r
mμ . 
Since 
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    TdTTΨ T;1dTTΨ 
00
 

, 
where T   is the mean transverse linear velocity. Since 
                                           Tmpmμ  . (51) 
As Equation (51) holds for each small range of magnitude, we have: 
Tpμ  ,                                                 (52) 
where μ   and p   denote the mean proper motion and parallax of stars within any given magnitude range.  
From Equation (51) we have: 
  Tb(m).p(m).mb(m).μ  . 
Hence from Equations (51) and (52) we get: 
                   dρρmΦρΔ  ρ} exp{c Tm.μ b(m)
-
 


, (53) 
                             



-
dρρmΦρΔ b(m) .  (54) 
If the functions b(m) and  mμ are obtained from observations and if we suppose that T can be found for the given 
region , say from a representative number of stars of known parallax , the formulae (53) and (54) are two integral 
equations from which the functions  ρΔ  and  ρmΦ   can theoretically be obtained. 
In concluding the present paper, two fundamental theorems of stellar statistics were given. Applications of the theorems for 
the frequency functions of the various characteristics of the stars are developed. Of these functions  are , 1-the apparent and 
absolute luminosities,2-apparent and absolute magnitudes,,3-Linear velocity and proper motion,, 4-The number and mean 
parallax of stars of magnitude m and proper motionμ , 
5- The total apparent brightness in any region of the sky 6- The mean proper motion  
of stars of apparent magnitude m 
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